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Success by the Bucket-Loa d
(or should that be bin-load?)

By Nikki Banfield, Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust Communications Officer
Regular visitors to Scilly will know that beachcombing and beachcleaning are just a way
of life. Locals do it all year round and we encourage visitors to help out too, giving a little
back, during the summer months; collecting Marine Debris from our coastline, deposited
by the Atlantic Ocean, and re-purposing or disposing of appropriately as required.
Over the years huge amounts of Marine debris have been removed from Scilly’s coastline,
through both organised and un-organised cleans, and here at the Isles of Scilly Wildlife
Trust we are continually looking for ways of making this “pastime” easier for those that
take part.
Our aim is to make collecting Marine Debris “the norm”
(you go to the beach and you leave it cleaner than it was when you arrived)
Working with local businesses we are slowly adding to our “arsenal of options” when it
comes to cleaning Scilly’s coastline & beaches and we hope to continue doing this over the
coming months and years but to do this we need your help!
We currently have FIVE BeachClean Boards placed
with local business Guardians across the Islands at:
•
St Agnes WaterSports, St Agnes;
•
Bryher Campsite, Bryher;
•
Hut 62, Bryher;
•
The Wheelhouse, St Mary’s;
•
The Sailing Centre, St Mary’s;
We are really pleased that these businesses
are supporting us, and our Plastic Free Scilly
Community initiative, in our endeavours to
encourage everyone to help keep our beaches clean
and re-think what they personally take to the beach.
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During the winter months we also trialled our
very first “BeachClean Bin” on Wingletang, St
Agnes, with the support of Westward Farm.
It went down a storm, being really well received
by the residents of St Agnes who filled it in the
four months from December 2018 to March 2019.
Not only did they fill it but they filled it with all
the RIGHT stuff as directed by the instructions on
the bin.
The success of the Wingletang BeachClean Bin led us to trialling one on St Mary’s too, at
Porth Hellick. An area where we know people beachclean regularly as piles are often left
with the expectation that the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust will collect and dispose.
Again it was really well received and incredibly well used, with us removing and emptying it
on the 1st July after being in place for just 2.5 months!
Sadly, as well as all the RIGHT stuff in the bin (as can be seen in the infographic below/also
available on our website) some people failed to read, or chose to ignore, the signs on the bin
and we had 74 WRONG items in the bin. This was general picnic waste, food waste much of
which could be recycled through normal household waste streams, and dog pooh bags.
It’s really important when using “public facilities” that everyone reads the signs and follows
instructions otherwise facilities provided are likely to be removed and not returned; as often
additional work (no matter how “small” it;s perceived to be) means additional costs which
charities like ours struggle to bear, resulting in services getting “cut” and everyone missing
out.

To those who have used the BeachClean Bin and helped to collected all of the listed marine
Debris and more a huge “ThankYou” for reading and following the instructions; it’s very
much appreciated by the emptier of the bin and the sorter of the aforementioned Marine
Debris!
The bin will be returned to its location at Porth Hellick and we’ll give it another go; fingers
crossed that the next attempt sees fewer non-beachclean related items in it!
If you would like to know more about the incredibly varied work of the Isles of Scilly Wildlife
Trust then do pop across to our website. Here you will find details about our work across
the Islands, for the benefit of people and nature; as well as details regarding how you can
support the ongoing work of Scilly’s only independent conservation charity responsible for
more than 50% of the Islands!
From Bats to beachcleans, habitat restoration to archaeology, paths to plants, educational
activities to seabirds, Plastic Free Scilly to surveying and monitoring; if it involves nature,
wildlife and Scilly’s wild places then it’s almost certain that our small team are responsible
or involved.

For all of you that join us, or do your own thing that
makes a difference, keep up the good work and help us
Keep Scilly Special!
@ScillyAONB | @ScillyWildlife | @PlasticFreeIOS
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